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Fleetwood Town 1, Blackpool 5

The FA Cup dream ended
for Fleetwood Town as
Blackpool, spearheaded by
a Matt Phillips hat-trick,
dashed the Cod Army’s
hopes with a 5-1 win that
matched the margin of
victory the last time the
teams played in 1980.

Further strikes from Lomana
LuaLua and Tom Ince completed
manager Ian Holloway’s joy with
Town’s leading scorer, Jamie Vardy,
scoring a consolation goal in the 70th
minute.

Town had first- half opportunities
and Blackpool keeper Mark Howard
made a crucial save from Vardy at
3-1, but Blackpool fully deserved to
progress to the next round.

Town’s two changes from the New
Year thrashing of Southport were in
midfield.

Jamie McGuire returned from
suspension and was joined by

Peter Till, coming in for Keith
Briggs and the suspended

Richard Brodie.
Ian Holloway

paid due respect to
the quality of the
opposition, fielding
a strong side
which included
eight of the team
who defeated
Middlesbrough in
the Championship

on Monday.

Former Seasider Charlie Adam
looked on from the top tier of the
stand as the teams came out in front
of a sea of red and tangerine.

An attendance of 5,092 represented
Town’s first sell-out crowd since the
redevelopment of the ground.

Firm friends Micky Mellon and
Holloway embraced warmly before
the game.

Town began well, moving forward
from kick-off and matching their
illustrious opponents’ work-rate
without making inroads into
dangerous areas.

The Seasiders soon came into the
game and impressed with their pace
and movement off the ball, much of it
down the left.

A challenge on Chris Basham by
Peter Cavanagh earned a reprimand
from referee Whitestone, one of few
free-kicks conceded in the early
stages of what proved to be a cleanly-
fought derby.

Phillips struck a shot straight at
Fleetwood keeper Scott Davies after
17 minutes, and Town had their first
chance three minutes later.

McGuire fed Till, who supplied a
teasing cross on to the head of Vardy,
the ball glancing narrowly wide.

Two minutes later, Till fired over.
Blackpool’s threat was rewarded

in the 24th minute, and it was a goal
of quality.

A slick passing move from defence
saw the ball reach LuaLua on the
edge of the area, and the striker took
his chance well as Davies advanced.

Fleetwood had a golden chance to
strike back immediately.

A good ball, once again from
McGuire, initiated the move and
gave Vardy a chance, but his shot
to Howard’s left was well saved,
and Till was unable to convert
the rebound as the ball hung
tantalisingly in front of goal.

Town worked hard to get back on
terms and enjoyed their best period
after going behind.

Two further opportunities came
just after the half-hour.

Vardy supplied Mangan, whose
left-foot shot was turned wide by
Howard, after which there was an
altercation between the goalkeeper
and McGuire behind the goal.

From the corner, a deflected Vardy
shot again tested the keeper.

The atmosphere became more
combative as Angel Martinez
challenged McGuire twice, and Neil
Eardley and Mangan exchanged
words.

Vardy and Mangan were seeing
much of the ball as Town dominated
possession and territory.

Junior Brown crossed from the left
and found McGuire, who fired wide
after 39 minutes.

Full-back Danny Wilson, on-loan
from Liverpool, brought the flying
Vardy down after 41 minutes to earn
the game’s first booking.

Town avoided going in two down
as first Davies, then McNulty,
denied Ince and Phillips with heroic
defending.

Vardy went down under a
challenge from Wilson as the second
half got underway, but no sooner
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IAN Holloway tipped
Fleetwood Town to be a
Football League club next
season as he reflected on
a fantastic day for Fylde
football.

The Seasiders boss
admitted his team’s 5-1
win in Saturday’s FA Cup
third-round tie was “a bit
flattering”.

And he hailed Micky
Mellon’s men the best non-
league team he had faced, and
called for closer links between
the two coastal clubs.

After the first competitive
meeting between the sides
since their first-round clash
in the same tournament in
1980, Holloway reckoned the
Tangerines’ professionalism
and desire to win was key to
victory over a club 63 places
below them in the league
structure.

But although delighted
Pool had reached the fourth
round for the first time in five
years, Holloway was happy
to shower compliments on a
Fleetwood side who are second
in the Conference, and have
a real chance of making the
Football League.

Holloway (pictured below)
said: “I will be shocked and
really surprised if they don’t
go up this season because they
have as good a team as I have
seen in non-league football.

“All I can do is congratulate
them as I think it was a
fantastic day for the area.

“No fighting, no nonsense,
and proof we have two very
good clubs on the Fylde coast.

“My chairman, who wasn’t
here on the day, has missed a
special treat because that is
two fantastic football teams in
this part of the world.

“Maybe we should think
about having some friendlies
as well, because I haven’t got
anything against them.

“I like Micky and maybe
it would be good – if the fans
continue to behave as well as
they did – if we could get a bit
of a union going. The Fylde
coast union? You have to look
after each other.

“No matter what happened,
they never stopped running.
I mean, how many times did
we hit them and they still kept
coming back? To me it was
just a wonderful cup tie.

“It could have gone either
way. When Jamie Vardy
scored to make it 3-1, I did
start to worry.

“We needed another goal,
and luckily for me we
didn’t get
just one, so
that made
it a lot more
comfortable.

“But I
guarantee
we only
won because of our
professionalism and our
will to succeed because that
was a no-win situation for

us. We were on a hiding to
nothing.

“The way Micky has got
them playing, the form they
are in, the fact we were
away from home – we had
everything to lose, but luckily
for us we have lost nothing
because we stood up to it.

“We still tried to play our
football and we scored some
magnificent goals – and we
needed to because they were
completely up for it.

“I don’t know what Micky
has been feeding them, but my
God they were ready for us.

“I knew they were good
because I’d watched them
a couple of weeks ago, but
they were even better than I
thought on the day.”

Holloway paid Fleetwood
the ultimate compliment by
naming his strongest side for
the game, very different to
last season when he picked a
team largely made up of kids
for the third-round exit at
Southampton.

Holloway said: “The hype
going into it made it very
difficult to enjoy to be honest.

“I had to think very
carefully what it means to
people because I am not from
round here.

“To be honest, when the
draw was made, my wife and I
sat down and we were hoping
it was going to be Yeovil away,
because we could have popped
in and seen our family.

“Unfortunately it wasn’t,
and drawing Fleetwood made
it a huge banana skin for us.

“But what a fantastic day
it turned out to be, and when
you experience a game like
that, and the atmosphere
created by both sets of
supporters, it gives you a little
buzz.”

And just to show his
affection for his new favourite
local rivals, Holloway stopped
off for a portion of cod on the
way home.

“There was so much
emotion in this ground and
that is what football is all
about,” he added.

“We were allowed to share
that with the Fleetwood
supporters, who are a credit
to their football club, so good
luck to all of them.

“They have certainly
won a fan in me.

“If that upsets some
of my fans, I don’t

care.
“Call me a cod

head. Call me
what you like.

“I thought
cod head was
a derogatory
term, but they
seem to love it.

“The Cod
Army were
fantastic.

“I had a bit
of cod on the
way home as a
tribute!”

Holloway glowing in
praise for Cod Army

the screw...

had he returned to play than Phillips
put the Seasiders further ahead in
spectacular style.

The striker set himself up outside
the area and struck a superb
right-foot shot, which took a slight
deflection as it curled into Davies’
top-left corner.

To their credit, Town retaliated
immediately, with Till placing a
cross from the right on to Vardy’s
head. The striker rose well, but his
header landed on the roof of the net.

The hope was short-lived as the

Championship side settled the game
in the 55th minute.

Pressure on the right resulted in
an Eardley cross which the hard-
working Ince swept past Davies.

Milligan tested the Pool defence
just after the hour with a free-kick
which Blackpool did not deal with
convincingly, and Mangan sliced a
shot wide of the post.

Vardy took on the entire defence
on 64 minutes as Town showed their
fighting qualities.

The Conference high-fliers

electrified the crowd as they opened
their account with 20 minutes left.

Vardy pounced on a defensive
error to hammer home his 18th of the
season off his left foot.

Two minutes later, the striker
could have scored again, deprived
this time by an outstanding goal-line
save from Howard.

Phillips almost scored again,
brushing the post with a long-range
shot, but was soon back on the
scoresheet, this time scoring off
the post in the 77th minute as the
Seasiders counter-attacked at pace,
with LuaLua prominent.

The hat-trick came with nine
minutes left, Phillips leaving Brown
behind before cutting in and scoring
with aplomb.

A flurry of substitutions followed,
with Sean Clancy replacing Milligan
for Town, and the experienced Gary
Taylor-Fletcher and Kevin Phillips
gracing the Highbury pitch for
Blackpool.

Basham tested Davies after 84
minutes after turning well in the
area, the last goal opportunity of a
match played in good spirit.

Fleetwood more than played their
part, but are now left to concentrate
on the league campaign.
FleetWood: Davies, Beeley, McNulty,
Pond, J Brown, Milligan (Clancy 81), Till,
McGjuire, Cavanagh, Mangan, Vardy. Subs
not used: Vieira, Goodall, Briggs, Seddon,
Charnock, Stevenson
Blackpool: Howard, Eardley, Baptiste,
Wilson, Harris, Martinez, Basham, Sylvestre,
M Phillips, LuaLua (Taylor-Fletcher 81),
Ince. Subs not used: Halstead, Grandin, Hill,
Cathcart, Evatt
Referee: Dean Whitestone
attendance: 5,092
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at the final
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Jamie Maguire holds off Ludovic Sylvestre Pictures: DANIEL MARTINO


